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SECTION  A 

 

1. Based on  the story  from Panchatantra, read it carefully and answer the 

questions that follow: 

 

A. Choose the correct answer and answer the following questions:  (4X1/2=2 M)     

 

a.) iii.) to be his son’s companionb.) ii.) did not want to leave the baby alone 

c)  iv.)  he died instantly                         d )  i.) repentance       

 

B. On the basis of  reading of the above passage, complete the following 

sentences: ( 1x4=4 M)                        

                                                                              

1. a baby mongoose               2. Did not want to leave her baby alone 

3.she repented over her foolish action/started sobbing but in vain 

4. to keep an eye on the baby/ to look after the baby 

 

C. Find the word which means the same from the above passage: (1 mark) 

 

Suddenly,immediately,quickly,fast,at that moment  

 

D. State whether the given statement is TRUE or FALSE: (1 mark) 

     FALSE 

 



  

2.Based on the reading of the passage,answer the following questions.(1x4=4 M) 

 

a. Amar Chitra Katha and Double Digest Tinkle, 

b. Pai was present at a quiz contest in which the participants could answer question on 

Greek mythology but couldn’t answer simple questions on Indian mythology. T 

c. Uncle Pai passed away on 24 Feb 2011 in Mumbai after suffering a heart attack 

d.simple thoughtful theme, adorned with brilliantly coloured illustrations of characters 

that always touched the hearts of children in a special way. (para 2) 

 

II. Find the meaning of the following words from the passage.(1/2x2=1 M) 

 

a. simple (para 2)           b.  popular (para 2) 

 

III. Fill in the blanks with words from the passage. (½  mark each)  

 

1. “Father of Indian Comics”/ founder of Amar Chitra Katha 

2.Amar Chitra Katha 

3. Uncle Pai 

 

IV. State whether the statement is TRUE or FALSE: False(1/2 mark) 
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 SECTIONB        

 

3. Given below is some information about the famous badminton player, K. 

Srikanth.Use the information to complete the biography. Do not add any other  

information: 

 

Paragraph: ½ mark     content- 1 1/2 M     Language(past or present)- 1  Expression - 1 

4 

  

 

4 



4. Read the conversation between two friends given below and complete the 

dialogues: 

     content- 1 1/2 M(complete sentences)       Language- 11/2 M  Expression – 1M 

 

  

5. Rearrange the following sentences in the correct sequence to make a 

meaningful story. Do not add any sentences. Write as a single paragraph. 

Provide a suitable title. 

 

paragraph-½ mark     content- 1 1/2 M       Language- 1  Expression - 1 

1-2,  2- 3,  3 -6,  4 -4,  5-8,  6-1, 7-5,  8-7 

 

4 

 6. Write about an interesting incident which took place during the winter vacations in 

about 60-80 words. 

                                                           (or) 

You are Keerthi/ Joshua. Your ward is studying in class VI. Write a letter to the Vice-

Principal requesting him to grant leave for your ward to attend the house warming 

ceremony of your house at your native place. Stick to the word limit and the format. 

Format-2 M    content- 4 M    Tense/fluency -2 M 
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 SECTION   C 

 

 Do as directed:: 

7. A. Choose the right preposition given in the bracket.(1/2 mark each) 

 

1.in  2. At  3. Into   4. From 

2 

  

8 . Fill in the blanks with the suitable conjunctions from those given in the box : 

     (1/2 mark each) 

 

1. until       2. If        3. So        4. though. 

 
2 



 

 9. Underline  the verbs and state whether they are transitive or intransitive: 

 

1. cried- intransitive/ could not find-transitive.    2.  rises – intransitive           

3. was watching- Transitive 

3 

  

10 . Fill in the blanks with the  suitable Pronouns(1/2 mark each) 

 

1. they  2. him/us  3. him 4. it 

2 

  

11. Change the following statements from direct speech to indirect speech(1 M 

each) 

 

1. The old man told me that he knew me. 

2. The policeman said that he would catch criminals. 

3. The bird says to the ant that they are friends. 

3 

  

12.  Write the question tag for the following sentences in your answer sheet. 

 

1. aren’t they?     2. does she?  (1 mark each)           

Frame a question with Wh- word (1 M) 

 

1. Who is planting the saplings in your garden?  (questions also can be framed with the 

wh- words- where/what)        

3 

  

13. G. Change the tenses of the underlined verbs as directed (1/2 mark each) 

 

1. I will throw plastic bags in the dustbins. 

2. We were waiting for the school bus. 

3. The vendor was selling wooden furniture. 

4. They had their breakfast in the morning. 

2 



 14. H. Given below are the scrambled words. Frame meaningful  sentences in the 

answer sheet provided to you (1 mark each) 

 

1. Try and try until you succeed. 

2. If you study hard,you will do well in the exam. 

3. I will go home and  do my homework. 
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 SECTION D 

 

15. Read the following extract from the prose lesson and answer the following 

questions: 

i..    b. celery      ii.    c. stuck in their teeth          iii.         b. there was complete silence        

 

iv. c. Lensey’s family                              
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 16. Read the following extract from the poem and answer the following questions 

 

i. Tiger.  ---Leslie Norris 

ii. ----lurking in the forest.-----sliding through the long grass----sitting near water hole---

waiting for some plump deer to pass through. 

iii. ----moving around the houses in the nearby villages. ---groaning while moving ---the 

sight of his white fangs and his sharp claws frighten/scare the villagers. 

 
3 

  

17. Read the following extract from the prose lesson and answer the following 

questions 

 

i. members of the Robinson family 

ii. ---cut into---make large boats---helped them to escape to the island. 

iii.---was looking to escape from the wrecked ship. When he got the casks,he cut them 

into half---he got eight tubs which would help Robinson’s family to float till the island. 

3 

  

18. Answer any THREE of the following questions in about 30-40 words: 

9 



 

1. Robinson found Jack screaming and crying for help.---saw that Jack was standing in 

a pool---- huge crab caught    leg. Robinson managedto seize-----by the back—

loosening its hold. 

2. ----sour cream,onion flakes and dash of tobacco sauce.----Lensey found the dip 

perfectly revolting----chinese don’t care about dairy products. 

3. Good habit---all through life and gives success in future.Bad habits---pain and strife--

-binds a victim which results in failure in the future. 

4.---beginning of another day of slow suffering in the school. –hate  to go to school. 

 

 

 19. Answer any ONE of the following questions in about 60-80 words: 

 

How did Robinson’s family escape to the island? 

 

Robinson family…kept watch…ruined ship. That night…Fritz …suggested…make 

swimming belts…with those…escape to land. Next morning…gathered 

food…provision. Jack …came up…idea…make a big tub…float…island. They 

made…eight tubs…..out of four large casks….tied together….crude boat. Catching an 

incoming tide…..family boarded …boat…rowed….island. The shore was 

rocky….difficult….to land.However….using a spy glass…spotted a small 

opening….stream…flowed…the sea.They rowed…stream…reached…a small 

bay...safely landed…on shore. 

                               (or) 

What did Sid tell Aunt Polly about Tom? How did aunt Polly feel when she saw Tom 

groaning? 

…….began to groan,….faking an illness…..on hearing Tom’s groans and ran out to call 

Aunt Polly and told her about his pain……Tom to act sick…….not correct…….habit of 

playing pranks……deceiving……believe him even if he was truly sick the next 

time……..acting almost real and it got the family genuinely worried. 
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                                            End of the answer key 

 


